Abstract. We study the performance of LPT (largest processing time) schedules with respect to optimal schedules in a nonpreemptive multiprocessor environment. The processors are assumed to have different speeds and the tasks being scheduled are independent.
Similar bounds for list schedules are also obtained by them. We show that for m >_-3, )/f* -<_ 3/2-1/(2m) and that this bound is the best possible for m 3. For m > 3 we conjecture that fir* <= 4/3. Before presenting our results we develop the necessary notation and basic results. Throughout the remainder of this paper ) and f* will denote the finish times of LPT and optimal schedules respectively. Let S be the set of tasks being scheduled. It will sometimes be necessary to distinguish between finish times of different sets of tasks. To do this, S will appear as a superscript along with ) or * as in s and f,s. If the number of processors is important, then this number will appear as a subscript as in 1,,, f,,,s etc. We shall refer to the sets of tasks (jobs) by their task execution time. Thus, we speak of a set, S, of tasks (tl--> t2 =>""--> t,) meaning the execution time of task is ti and ti >= ti+l, 1 <= < n. The m processors P1, ",P,, are assumed ordered such that sl 1 and 1 <-si <-si+l, 2 _-< < m. The following result from [2, p. 
The polynomial on the left-hand side of (2.8) has one sign change and so from Descartes' rule of sign it also has one positive real root. This root must clearly be > 1 as otherwise the left-hand side is <0.
Let c be this positive real root of equation (2.8 So we may assume that no processor is idle in either the LPT or optimal schedule of S. We consider two cases, both leading to a contradiction. Case 1. The LPT schedule is as shown in Fig. 3 In arriving at the proof of the theorem for m > 2, it is necessary to prove four lemmas. To begin with, we show that if for any set of jobs, S, an optimal schedule has more than one job on any of the processors el,"" ", Pro-1 then s/f.s<__ 3/2-1/(2m). Proof. From Lemma 1.1 it follows that t determines the finish time ds. If any one of the processors P,. , P is idle in an optimal solution (i.e. no The optimal schedule has at most one job on each of P-t-P,,-. Hence, n-_<-_.
2m -2. I he remainder of the proof shows that if n .2m 2 then Lemma 3.5 can be used to show that fm/fm" ----f'L-/f,-, thus contradicting the assumption that this was the least rn for which the lemma was false. (The contradiction comes about as 3/2-1/(2m)is monotone increasing in m and the fact that when m 3 this bound is 4/3 which is greater than the known bound for m 2.) Clearly, we may assume that each processor has at least one job scheduled on it in every optimal schedule.
Let k be the smallest index (i.e. largest job) on any of the processors P.-P,, in an optimal schedule. Then, the schedule obtained by assigning job tk+i.--to processor P, 1 Proof. The proof is omitted and may be found in [8] .
Conjecture. )/f* <_-4/3 for m >= 3 and si 1, 1 -< < m and s,, >_-1.
4. Conclusions. We have shown that in the case of uniform processors LPT schedules have a finish time at most twice the optimal finish time. The worst examples we could construct result in LPT schedules with finish times 1.5 times the optimal for m . For the special case studied in [5] it is shown that f/f*<=3/2-1/(2m).
